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FORK are a Finnish foursome who can justifiably claim to have reinvented the art of a cappella. The band is know for its magnificent shows
which fearlessly combine the various forms of stage art; pitch-perfect vocal music, Scandinavian ironic wit, fabulous costumes and a
state-of-the-art light show. It all adds up to an entertaining and humorous, yet elegant show experience.
"Recreating pop hits in every sonic detail, FORK could be Finland's answer to Abba" The Herald

In detail

Languages

Since FORK's foundation in 1996 by three theatre students - Mia

They present in English, Swedish and Finnish.

Hafrén, Silva Lillrank (who was replaced by vocalist Anna Asunta
in 2010) and Jonte Ramsten - plus police cadet Kasper

Want to know more?

Ramström, the group has never stopped re-inventing itself. Their

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what they

concept is unique on the global entertainment scene. Close your

could bring to your event.

eyes and you'd swear there were instruments on stage, but every
sound you hear - from perfectly pitched vocals to rock guitar riffs

How to book them?

and powerful basslines - is produced live by the human voice;

Simply phone, fax or e-mail us.

there are no backing tapes or hidden singers!

What they offer you
FORK give a repertoire of contemporary covers their own unique
vocal twist, from the swoonsome angelic harmonies of Coldplay's

"If there is one word which sums up their performance, it is the

Viva La Vida to the intricacies of their rousing 'Gaga' medley - not

word spectacular!" One4Review

to mention their own dance mix of recent club classics! FORK
have already taken their show to London, Monaco, Dubai, New
York, Moscow, Chongqing (Chine) to mention a few... and nothing
seems to stop them.

How they present
The voices, the choreography, the costumes and the concept are
all extremely polished and clearly designed for maximum
audience impact. FORK never fails to fulfil the promise they make
at every show: by the end, you will be dancing!
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